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     9th Addendum and  Corrigendum ( Revised and reprinted 2012)  to the General and 

subsidiary Rules Book. 
1. The existing provisions of SR 16.03(iii) (a) shall be deleted and following shall be substituted:-  

 

SR 16.03(iii) (a):- Working instructions of Non-Interlocked Level Crossing Gates with normal 

position “Closed to Road Traffic” provided with telephone- 
 
 

 i) Normal position  of the Level Crossing Gate being “Closed to Road Traffic” provided, it 

should always be in closed condition against road traffic, except when, it is opened for 

passage of road traffic over the Level Crossing Gate , subject to conditions prescribed 

below. 
 

 ii) The Station Master/Cabin Master before permitting each train to enter into block section, 

shall ask gateman on the telephone by giving a private number along with train no. & 

time whether, L.C Gate is closed against road traffic for the passage of said train. The 

gateman only after ensuring that the L.C gate is actually closed and locked against road 

traffic, shall give a private number to the Station Master/Cabin Master as assurance of 

gate being closed and locked against road traffic.  
 

iii) The Station Master/Cabin Master shall not permit any train to enter the block section, unless 

he is assured of the closure and locking the gate by the gateman supported by 

exchanging private number.  

iv) When the gateman desires to open the gate for passage of road traffic he should ensure 

that :- 
 

    (a) he has not exchanged any private number with station/cabin as per (a) (ii) above, or   
 

    (b) if he has exchanged private number with the Station Master/Cabin Master, the whole 

of the train with last vehicle indicator has passed over the level crossing gate and the 

Station Master / Cabin Master has not exchanged private number with him for any other 

movement immediately in rear of that train or on the adjacent line(s). 

       Before opening the gate for road traffic, he shall display banner flag/ danger signal at 

either side of the track at a distance of 5 meters away from the L.C Gate. Then he shall 

open the L.C Gate for passing the road traffic, keeping a red flag/red hand signal lamp 

ready in his hand to stop approaching train, if required. 
 

v) In case the Gateman is not responding on the telephone or in case the telephone 

becomes defective or private number is not received from the Gatemen, the Station 

Master shall adhere to the procedure prescribed in SR 16.03(iii)(c). 
 

     vi)  In the event of failure of telephone, if the LC Gate is required to be opened for the 

passage of road traffic , the gateman shall look out in both directions before opening the 

LC Gate to ensure that no train is approaching from either end. He shall then plant a 

banner flag during day and hand signal lamp with red light during night , 5 meters away 

from the LC Gate on the track on either side. He will thereafter, open the LC Gate for 

passing the road traffic keeping a red flag/ red hand signal lamp ready in his hand to stop 

approaching train , if any . 
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